Can esophageal pH monitoring predict delayed gastric emptying?
Delayed gastric emptying (DGE) is frequent in patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and may require additional investigation. The current study assesses whether relative esophageal exposure, postprandial (PP) versus fasting, diagnosed by pH monitoring could predict DGE. Thirty patients with GERD underwent extended esophageal pH monitoring and were assigned as DGE or non-DGE according to scintigraphy. The PP to fasting ratio for reflux index, relative frequency of long episodes in PP, and distribution of the longest episode were used to assess the relative esophageal exposure. The effectiveness of these parameters to predict DGE was estimated; the cutoffs for continuous variables were chosen with receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves and the probabilities were calculated using a logistic regression model. The area under the ROC curve of PP to fasting ratio for reflux index was greater than that of relative frequency of long episodes in PP. There was a good equilibrium between sensitivity and specificity at a PP to fasting ratio of 1. A PP to fasting ratio greater than 1, ie, a reflux index in PP greater than in fasting, presented a sensitivity of 93% and a negative predictive value of 91%. The occurrence of the longest episode in PP had a specificity of 94% and a positive predictive value of 89%. A reflux index greater in PP plus a longest episode in PP presented a 94% probability of DGE; a reflux index greater in fasting plus a longest episode in fasting had a 95% probability of non-DGE. These combinations represented 60% of the series. PP to fasting ratio for reflux index and distribution of the longest episode seem accurate to identify DGE; thus, additional investigation to assess gastric emptying may be avoided in the majority of patients.